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Abstract. We propose a heuristic approach to color quantize im-
ages with contextual information taken into consideration. The idea
is to locate the regions of an image having the greatest need for
colors, and allocate more quantization levels to them. We achieve
this by scanning the elements of the input image in a way deter-
mined by their local intensity and selecting the color representatives
that comprise the color map according to their local popularity. The
overall performance of the color quantization algorithm is evaluated
on a representative set of artificial and real images. The experimen-
tal results indicate good performance of our proposed algorithm with
the capability to focus on the regions of an image having important
color information. © 2003 SPIE and IS&T. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1586285]

1 Introduction

Full-color displays typically use 24 bits to represent t
color of each pixel on a screen. With 8 bits for each of t
primary components, red, green, and blue, approxima
16.7 million possible colors can be generated in a 24
full-RGB-color image. In many imaging applications, it
often desirable to represent images with as few colors
possible, while at the same time retaining the optimal p
ceived quality of the images. This is generally achieved
color quantization, in which the number of colors in a
image is reduced to a maximum of 256 simultaneously d
playable colors and followed by subsequent halftoning
create the illusion of a continuous tone image. Some w
known techniques to create an image color map or pal
are the popularity algorithm,1,2 the center-cut,3 the octree
quantization,4 the Orchard-Bouman splitting algorithm5

and Wu’s algorithm by principal analysis.6 Important devel-
opments in digital halftoning include analog screenin
noise encoding, ordered dithering, error diffusion and s
chastic screening.7 Among the various methods, ordere
dithering and error diffusion are the two main classes
conventional digital halftoning techniques. While cluster
dots are often preferred for printing, error diffusion is pe
haps the most widely used approach for displays.8 Error
diffusion is an adaptive algorithm that operates by spre
ing or diffusing the quantization error of a current pixel
neighboring pixels. This method was first proposed
Floyd and Steinberg9 and was originally used for gray-sca
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images. For color images, error diffusion is either p
formed separately in each independent channel~scalar error
diffusion! or simultaneously in a three-dimensional~3-D!
color space10 ~vector error diffusion!. For color displays
with an image-dependent palette, vector error diffusion
often used.

All the quantization techniques just mentioned are op
ated in accordance with the statistical distribution of t
colors in the input image and share a common initial co
dition attempting to allocate more quantization levels
regions of the color space with a larger number of pixe
These algorithms, though image dependent, do not acc
for the spatial and contextual information of the image.
a result, instead of focusing on the area of high interes
an image containing highly saturated primaries, the gr
and low saturated colors are often overrepresented, re
ing in the appearance of contouring artifacts, especially
regions with smooth color transitions. Aiming at this pro
lem, we propose a heuristic approach to color quantize
ages with contextual information taken into account.

In our approach, we identify the regions of an ima
having the greatest need for colors, allocate more quant
tion levels to them, and then move to another part of
image in a deterministic manner. We achieve this by sc
ning the elements of the input image in a way determin
by their local intensity and select the color representati
that comprise the color map according to their local pop
larity. The overall performance of the color quantizatio
algorithm is evaluated on a representative set of artific
and real images. The results show a significant image q
ity improvement compared to some of the other color qu
tization schemes.

2 Contextual Algorithm

Consider a case to color quantize an imageI containing
millions of colors to an output imageQ containing a maxi-
mum of 256 simultaneously displayable colors. FromI, we
generate two pseudo-images,PI1 andPI2, as the inputs to
our algorithm.

The first pseudo-image,PI1, is obtained by summing up
the RGB values ofI at each pixel and is used to locate th
areas ofI containing important color information. The se
ond pseudo-image,PI2, is composed of indexing value
representing the exact colors of every pixel in the origin

2;
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Contextural algorithm for color quantization
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the contextual algorithm.
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imageI, each of which constitutes the RGB components
a specific color such that the popularity of a color can
determined by counting the frequency of occurrence of
corresponding index value.

Our approach is to identify the regions of the image w
want to emphasize fromPI1, and then fromPI2 in the
same regions, we extract the color representatives that c
prise the color map according to their local populari
Once a color is extracted, we can identify the locations
the image having the same or visually similar colors. W
then keep the locations and update the input images
assigning 0 to these locations to prevent the same c
being selected in the next iteration of color extraction. F
ure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the proposed a
rithm.

2.1 Determining the Regions of High Interest

Figure 2~a! shows a 24-bits/pixel artificial image containin
wide range of colors that has been uniformly quantized
contain 256 colors only, and Fig. 2~b! is the corresponding
pseudo image (PI1) generated by summing up the RG
values of the original image at each pixel. As indicated
these figures, the regions where contouring is most likely
occur after color quantization are equivalent to the regio
in the pseudo-image showing excessive brightness, i.e.
gions having large sums of RGB values.

Therefore, by locating the areas ofPI1 having the larg-
est value, and thus the greatest need for colors, we
easily identify the parts of the image we want to emphas

Fig. 2 (a) Artificial image that is uniformly quantized to contain 256
colors and (b) the corresponding pseudo-image generated by sum-
ming the RGB values of the original true color image at each pixel.
Downloaded from SPIE Digital Library on 28 Jul 201
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and assign more colors to them. We achieve this by sc
ning the elements ofPI1in a deterministic way via ‘‘maxi-
mum intensity guidance.’’11,12 The basic idea is to itera-
tively search the brightest region ofPI1 by partitioning the
image into subregions, always choosing the subregion c
taining the largest sum of elements for assigning colors
well as further division.

2.2 Image Subregion Representation

Let X be the input image array to our algorithm of sizeK
3L. If we consider a square image of a binary size, i.
K5L5N52r , the dimensions of which are divisible by 2
when each side of the image is divided by 4, 16 eq
subregions are obtained, as shown in Fig. 3~a!. Let a side of
a subregion bew5N/4.

With a simple scheme that picks all subregions with t
largest sum of all elements for assigning colors, it is like
that the resulting color map will contain many entries
similar colors, neglecting other less popular ones. To p
vent this, we consider a neighborhood or subset of the
age:

Xk~ l k ,mk!5$Xk21~ l k1x,mk1y!ux,yP0,1, . . . ,2w21%
~1!

wherek51,2, . . . ,w52r 2k21, and l k and mk each takes
the values of 0,w, and 2w.

In this way, pixels in an area~or segment! of 2w32w
are grouped together, as shown in Fig. 3~b!. With this ar-
rangement, nine overlapping segments are naturally form

Fig. 3 (a) Scheme of dividing the image into 16 subregions, where
the size of each subregion is w3w and (b) scheme of dividing the
image into 9 subregions, with the size of each subregion is 2w
32w.
Journal of Electronic Imaging / July 2003 / Vol. 12(3) / 443
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Yu and Lo
within the whole image with each segment overlapping h
the area of an adjacent segment. The elements assoc
with a segmentEk are defined as

Ek~ l k ,mk!5 (
x50

(2w21)

(
y50

(2w21)

Xk~ l k1x,mk1y!. ~2!

The highestEk is selected and the correspondingXk is sub-
divided according to Eq.~1!. Before proceeding to the nex
subsegment of the highest local intensity for further sub
vision, colors are extracted as the color map entries fr
each of the nine subsegments sequentially based on
local popularity. In Eq.~1!, a higherk refers to a smaller
subregion such thatX0 represents the original input, andXr
is the finest level containing a single element correspond
to the actual pixel of theX array. Note that the process o
subdividing Xk for color extraction within the algorithm
will not continue up tok5r 21. This is because the colo
of a single pixel element is not likely to be an effectiv
representation of any important color information in an i
age. Instead, the process will terminate at a particular le
whenXk has reached a certain size ofn3n. We assume to
stop extracting colors at a level that is sufficient to inclu
less popular colors that may be essential in contributing
the final image quality, while further color extraction wi
not contribute much to the final image quality.

2.3 Extracting Colors for the Color Map

From PI1, we identify the regions of the image to emph
size, and then extract the color representatives that c
prise the color map based on their local popularity. T
popularity is obtained by counting the frequency of occ
rence of each color point by point accordingly fromPI2 at
the same locations. The colors of the highest freque
counts are selected for construction of color map. To ens
that the dominant colors will be extracted in case the reg
contains a large part of background colors, the col
among the first three highest frequency counts are selec
so that more than one color will be extracted at one tim

Let ID15( id11 ,id12 , . . . ,id1n) be the list of colors
extracted from a particular image segment. Starting w
the first value (id11) from the list of ID1, a second list of
index values,ID25( id21 ,id22 , . . . ,id2n), can be gener-
ated consequently to include all possible colors within
distanceD from the extracted color in the RGB color spac
The colors among the list ofID2 are regarded as visuall
the same asid11 and satisfying results are obtained wi
the distanceD equals to 5. After that, we identify any lo
cations inPI2 having the same value asid11 or as those
among the list ofID2, and assign 0 to the input imag
arrays at these locations to avoid the same color being
lected in the next iteration of color extraction. This is fo
lowed by an update ofID1 by neglectingid11 as well as
any subsequent values that are identical to those in the
of ID2.

2.4 Algorithm

Step 1. From the original imageI of size N3N, generate
two pseudo-images,PI1 andPI2.
444 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / July 2003 / Vol. 12(3)
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Step 2. InitializePI1 as the image arrayX0 for division.
Setk51.

Step 3. Divide the input imageXk21 into nine overlap-
ping segments according to Eq.~1!. Find the sum of all
elementsEk associated with each segmentXk according to
Eq. ~2!. Select the segmentXk

m with the largestEk to be the
new region of interest.

Step 4. Incrementk. SetXk
m as X

k21
, the input image

array, further divide the input segmentXk21 into nine sub-
segments as in step 3. Label the nine subsegments asXk

j ,
j 51,2, . . . ,9. Setj 51.

Step 5. From the subsegmentXk
j , identify the most fre-

quently occurring colors within the confines of the subse
ment according toPI2 at the same location. Select th
colors with the three highest frequency counts and st
them in a listID1.

Step 6. Selectid11 , the first entry inID1 as the color
map entry. Generate a list of colorsID2 that is considered
as visually the same asid11 . Identify the locations of the
image having the same values as those among the lis
ID2 from PI2. Update bothPI1 andPI2 as well as all the
subsequent subsegments by assigning 0 to the location
avoid the same color being selected in the next iteration
color extraction.

Step 7. UpdateID1 by deleting id11 as well as any
subsequent values that are identical to those among the
of ID2. Set the next color that remains in the list ofID1 as
id11 and repeat step 6 untilID1 contains no color.

Step 8. Repeat steps 5 to 7 forj 52,3, . . . ,9.Select the
subsegmentXk

j with the largestEk to be the new region of
interest as in step 3.

Step 9. Repeat steps 3 to 8 until the input image arrayXk

has reached a sizen3n. It is shown later thatn58 is
optimal.

Step 10. Repeat steps 2 to 9 until the whole color ma
filled by 256 colors.

3 Experiment and Discussion

A representative set of images of a size 2563256 was cho-
sen to include both areas of smooth gradation~low fre-
quency! and fine details~high frequency! for evaluation of
our proposed quantization algorithm. The images
shown in Fig. 4. To start with, we test our algorithm b
subdividing Xk until k55, at which level the process o
division and color extraction will terminate asXk reaches a
size 838. At this size we show later that, if the process
division stops before this level such that colors are
tracted from larger areas, some of the less popular co
that may be essential in contributing to the final ima
quality will be neglected. On the other hand, further sub
vision after this level to extract colors from smaller subr
gions will be of no significance in contributing to the fin
image quality.

To compare our algorithm with other color quantizatio
schemes, we use the peak signal-to-noise ratio~PSNR!13,14

as a gauge to measure the effectiveness of the resu
palettes. Given the original imageI having dimensions of
N3N and a quantized imageQ, the PSNR in decibels (dB)
is computed as follows:
1 to 158.132.161.9. Terms of Use:  http://spiedl.org/terms



Contextural algorithm for color quantization
Fig. 4 Test images: (a) ‘‘Pool,’’ (b) ‘‘Woman,’’ (c) ‘‘Shop,’’ and (d) ‘‘Blythe.’’
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Median cut and octree are the two color quantizat
schemes that we used for comparison. The basic ide
median cut1 is to use each of the colors in the color map
represent an equal number of pixels in the original ima
The algorithm repeatedly divides the 3-D color space i
subspaces, with the median point being the boundary
cutting, such that approximately equal numbers of poi
will fall at each side of the cutting plane. Subdivision
stopped untilK required subspaces are generated, and
color representatives that comprise the color map are
tained by averaging the colors in each subspace.
octree,4 the concept behind which is to build a tree structu
always containing a maximum ofK different colors. If a
further color is to be added to the tree structure, the co
value will be merged with the most likely one that is a
ready in the tree and both values will be substituted by th
mean. Both algorithms are statistical color quantizat
schemes that, unlike our proposed algorithm, do not
count for the spatial or contextual information of the inp
image.

The PSNR values of the various test images quanti
by our algorithm and by the other two algorithms are giv
in Table 1. According to the table, the best results are
tained by terminating the process of division and color
traction within the algorithm after the final input imag
array Xk has reached a size of 838. All the images pro-
duced under this terminating criterion give high values
PSNR, indicating a good performance of our proposed
gorithm compared to the other color quantization schem
Implied by the reduced PSNR, terminating the division p

Table 1 PSNR (in decibels) of pictures reproduced after color quan-
tization by the contextual algorithm, median cut, and octree.

Contextual
algorithm ‘‘Pool’’ ‘‘Woman’’ ‘‘Shop’’ ‘‘Blythe’’

* n516 30.8733 29.5448 25.8755 25.4181

* n58 32.8724 29.5448 27.9399 28.5348

* n54 30.9708 29.4979 25.8437 25.5266

Median cut 32.6382 29.9220 28.8440 28.3143

Octree 33.7274 31.2653 28.4794 29.0955

*The division process within the algorithm terminates when the size
of the final input image array has reached the size of n3n.
Downloaded from SPIE Digital Library on 28 Jul 201
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cess at other sizes such as 16316 or 434 will not result in
any improvements to the overall performance of the al
rithm, as we assumed.

Apart from altering the size of the final subsegment
terminate the division process, we test our algorithm
changing the number of colors we selected at a time fr
each subsegment for color extraction. To start with,
number of colors to be selected is arbitrarily set to inclu
those among the first three highest frequency counts.
reason for this is to ensure the selection of dominant col
especially when the subsegment contains a large portio
analogous background colors. Since colors are sele
based on their local popularity, decreasing the numbe
colors to be extracted will bring the focus on the bac
ground colors, despite the fact that the less popular co
are actually more important. While changing the select
criteria to less than three will degrade the PSNR, increas
the number of colors to be selected will not improve t
performance of our algorithm either, as shown in Table
Our algorithm extracts colors from subsegment to subs
ment sequentially after identifying the region of intere
Allocating more quantization levels to each subsegm
and hence the whole region will have the possibility
selecting too many colors from a particular region at t
beginning, thus giving the subsequent regions insuffici
prominence and neglecting some of the important colors
these regions.

The appearance of contouring artefacts is one of the
jor problems encountered by color quantization, especi
in regions exhibiting smooth color transition, such as t
background in ‘‘Woman’’ and the billiard balls in ‘‘Pool.’’
This problem can be solved with spatial error diffusion
using the Floyd and Steinberg error diffusion filter9 during
pixel mapping. To study the overall performance of o
proposed algorithm with spatial error diffusion, we measu
the color reproduction errors by using the S-CIELAB col

Table 2 PSNR (in decibels) of pictures reproduced after color quan-
tization by the contextual algorithm. The division process within the
algorithm terminates when the size of the input image array has
reached 838.

‘‘Pool’’ ‘‘Woman’’ ‘‘Shop’’ ‘‘Blythe’’

†f52 30.0157 25.5445 25.0955 28.4015
†f54 31.6772 28.8182 25.4263 27.9048

†The colors selected from each subsegment are those among the
first two highest frequency counts (f52) and the first four highest
frequency counts (f54).
Journal of Electronic Imaging / July 2003 / Vol. 12(3) / 445
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Table 3 Statistical parameters of S-CIELAB DE of the contextual algorithm followed by spatial error
diffusion. Median cut (MC) and octree (OC) with error diffusion are included for comparison.

Image

‘‘Pool’’ ‘‘Woman’’ ‘‘Shop’’

Quantization scheme Median Mode
Pixels .3DE

(%) Median Mode
Pixels .3DE

(%) Median Mode
Pixels .3DE

(%)

Contextual algorithm 0.360159 0.02 2.69 0.983365 0.46 8.99 0.956319 0.570 14.49
Median Cut 0.787249 1.090 3.63 1.083886 0.61 10.91 1.133692 0.410 13.69
Octree 0.975271 3.190 18.12 1.024349 0.41 7.82 1.704467 1.35 19.37
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difference metric.15 The S-CIELAB calculation is a spatia
extension of CIELAB in which factors related to th
pattern-color sensitivities of the human eye are incor
rated in measuring color differences in digital images. T
result is an error map with oneDE value per pixel, indicat-
ing the difference between the S-CIELAB representation
the original image and the quantized image. Table 3 ta
lates some statistics of S-CIELABDE of three test images
At a first glance, our proposed algorithm performs more
less the same as either one of the two algorithms for dif
ent images. Obviously, with ‘‘Pool’’ and ‘‘Shop,’’ our algo
rithm performs much better than octree, while f
‘‘Woman,’’ our algorithm resembles octree and outperform
median cut.

With contextual information taken into account, the s
periority of our algorithm lies in the capability to focus o
the regions of an image having important color inform
tion, thus allocating more quantization levels to these
gions. Let us consider an example. The ‘‘Pool’’ image w
selected for its wide range of colors. Figure 5 is t
S-CIELAB error images of three copies of ‘‘Pool’’ showin
the spatial distribution of color reproduction errors resu
ing from different color quantization schemes. As indicat
by the figures, it is apparent that our algorithm outperfor
the other algorithms in providing a good selection of colo
on the billiard balls exhibiting a smooth transition fro
dark to bright primary colors. Notice especially the de
ciency in the yellow color in the images quantized by oth
methods. Due to the presence of large number of gr
pixels in the image, more quantization levels are alloca
to the green colors in the background, despite the fact
the billiard balls require more colors, such that an ima
446 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / July 2003 / Vol. 12(3)
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with optimized image quality can be reproduced. This is
fundamental problem of those statistical quantization al
rithms that do not account for the spatial or contextual
formation of the input image. As more computation is i
volved in the analysis of the input image, our algorith
requires more execution time. Operating with a 600-M
personal computer, the execution times for median
range from 94 to 172 s, for Octree from 181 to 249 s, a
for the contextual algorithm from 210 to 372 s.

We evaluated the contextual information of the inp
image and identify regions of interest by subdividing
pseudo-image into image segments. Another possible
to analyze an image is by color segmentation, which
long been used in many applications to identify regions
interest and objects in the scene. An argument is that
stead of using fixed spatial image segments for operat
color segmentation should be conducted first and the op
tion applied to color segments.

Suppose we conduct color segmentation first to sepa
the individual object in an image into color segments, a
identify the region of interest by locating the color segme
having the largest sum of elements for assigning colors
is expected that more quantization levels will be alloca
to the color segment that constitutes a larger area of
image and hence a larger sum of RGB values. Since co
having large coverage might not possibly be the same
colors that are important in contributing to the image qu
ity, our aim to derive a mechanism to account for conte
tual information of an image might not be achieved.

Figure 6~b! is a quantized image ‘‘Pool’’ produced b
performing color segmentation first with the techniq
based on the split and merge algorithm suggested
Fig. 5 S-CIELAB error images of three copies of ‘‘Pool’’ reproduced from (a) the contextual algorithm,
(b) median cut, and (c) octree. A higher intensity indicates a higher DE. Pixels with DE>5 are patched
in green.
1 to 158.132.161.9. Terms of Use:  http://spiedl.org/terms
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Contextural algorithm for color quantization
Horowitz and Pavlidis,16 then applying the quantization op
erations of our proposed algorithm to the colors segme
followed by spatial error diffusion using the Floyd an
Steinberg error diffusion filter. Obviously, the image qua
tized using color segments for identifying regions of inte
est, similar to the other statistical quantization algorithm
has problem in allocating enough yellow to the billiard ba
at the front due to the presence of large number of gr
pixels in the image. The result is an increase in color
production error, with the percentage of pixels havi
S-CIELAB DE.3 increasing form about 3% using fixe
spatial segments to approximately 9.2% when color s
ments are used.

4 Conclusion

We proposed a new color quantization algorithm based
the contextual information of the input image. Experime
tal results indicated a good performance of the context
algorithm with the capability to focus on the regions of a
image having important color information. Similar to oth
color quantization methods, spatial error diffusion or dit
ering is performed when mapping pixel values. Compar
with two existing popular methods, our algorithm yield
high PSNR before dithering~Table 1! and comparable or
even better distributions of S-CIELAB errors after dithe
ing ~Fig. 5!.

By the use of a pseudo-image, we provided a method
evaluating the contextual information of the input imag
enabling us to easily locate the dominant colors in an i
age. We achieved this by dividing the image into nine ov
lapping segments, which is a consequence of using a bin
number 4 as the divisor. If a scheme of 16 segments is to
devised and an overlap of half the area of two adjac
segments is to be maintained, an image will be divided i
25 squares, i.e., each side being divided by 5. Since e
side has a dimension of 2r , it is indivisible by an odd
integer. Thus the resulting squares cannot be all equa
such a scheme is nevertheless implemented, the amou
computations for checking the pixel values of anN3N
image will be (2N/5)23165(64/25)N2, while computa-
tions for the case with nine segments is (2N/4)239
5(9/4)N2. The ratio of computations is 1.14 to 1, i.e
slightly more computations are required for 16 segment

Fig. 6 Color images quantized by the contextual algorithm using (a)
fixed spatial segment for operations and (b) color segments for op-
erations.
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Quantization was performed under the RGB color spa
and color distance was used to identify visually similar c
ors. The RGB color space was, however, not perceptu
uniform, which means a given change in any coordina
with the same Euclidian distance does not correspond to
same perceived color difference in all regions of the co
space. In principle, a perceptually more uniform space s
as CIELAB is more appropriate for the process.

In Table 1, we can see that ‘‘Pool’’ and ‘‘Shop’’ havin
colors extracted in RGB have PSNR of about 33 and 28
respectively. Suppose during the course of color quant
tion, we transform the color after color extraction fro
RGB format to CIELAB format, identify any visually simi-
lar colors within the CIELAB color space, transform th
resulting colors determined in form ofL* , a* , and b*
back to RGB and continue to quantize the image in
RGB space. The PSNR for the resultant ‘‘Pool’’ an
‘‘Shop’’ image would drop to about 30 and 26 dB, respe
tively. The results imply that the conversion could degra
the PSNR by more than 2 dB, which indicates the ove
performance with color extraction operating in a unifor
color space with a subsequent conversion may not be b
than a quantization completely in RGB. Since most co
mon displays operate in the RGB mode, an advantage
performing the quantization wholly in RGB is an elimina
tion of computational errors created by transforming p
cesses between color spaces.
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